NEW YEAR ASTROLOGY SPECIAL WORLD PREDICTIONS
scale in the coming years. Its downside is
that, just like immersive video games, it
saps the inspiration from people and
further enslaves the mind to materialism.

IN 2017 THERE IS A SERIOUS threat to military confrontation

between India and China due to the latter using Pak Occupired
Kashmir against India

WORLD IN 2017

CRISIS AND

REDEMPTION

BY CRAIG HAMILTON-PARKER
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The ‘shoot-from-the-hip’ astrologer and psychic medium is
outspoken and has astonished people with the accuracy of
his clairvoyance. He had accurately predicted in 2015 of
‘lone wolf’ terror attacks in Berlin, Rome and Paris, and
also said Britain will thwart such an attack. The reality is
now well established. He has worked with the yogis and
astrologers in India. His bog is http://psychics.co.uk

S the American Dream set to
evaporate in 2017? Will
Donald Trump triumph and
Hillary Clinton eclipse? How
will the much touted White resurgence
impact the ‘greatest nation in the world’?
Will Britain survive the BREXIT vote?
And what about the seething anger seen
almost all over Europe? On the other
hand, is there any chance of positivity
surfacing in the next year or two?
These are not political calculations, but
what the stars tell lay ahead for the world.
The year will be one of economic troubles
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and great social unrest with violent
rioting and great suffering for the poorest
in society. I believe that many of the
following predictions will happen during
2017, but some of what I am seeing may
lie further ahead – possibly within the
next two to three years.
For one thing, the US is set for major
problems, wheter socially, politically or
economically. I can say that Hillary
Clinton will resign from politics because
of the release of documents that reveal her
financial corruption and falsification of
government documents.
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The last US presidential polls have been
the most acrimonious ever, and the
resurgence of a very belligerent White
labour class was visible throughout. The
stars say that United States of America
will become politically divided between
East and West. The poll results, that has
shocked many will lead to gun fights and
riots, (Correct 10/10... 10 Nov 2016 Riots)
and there will be turmoil throughout
2017. The situation will worsen to an
extent that neutral troops from Canada
will have to be called in to quell unrest.
On the economic front, the States are

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
White racism will divide the US and
there wiil be gun fights and riots
In Europe there will be riots in Rome,
Madrid, Berlin, Paris and Prague
Chinese provocation might lead
Japan to enter into an arms race
Due to such crises, people will turn to
welcome the Golden Age in 2050
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The world will see unprecedented crisis all over,
starting 2017, including race riots in the US, right
wing attacks as well as food riots in Europe, and
possibly more wars, but the year will also see the
beginning of march to the spiritual Golden Age

GOLDEN AGE COMETH
in for shock. To add to the political woes
The vexed issue of Kashmir and
Many of the above predictions are pretty
of Americans, the US will experience a
Pakistan and China aligning on it against
gloomy but I feel that there will be a
serious drought during the summer of
India is already there. In 2017, there
simultaneous growth in spirituality
2017. The August 21, 2017 total solar
serious threat of escalation of conflict
among the people of the world that will
eclipse over America – something that
between China and India over the
now start to lead us into a Golden Age.
has not been seen in the country during
northern border of Kashmir. A new war
Conflict and hardship, added to growing
the last 26 years – will coincide with a
will spills over to Afghanistan as
environmental crises across the world,
huge stock market fall and long-term
revolution erupts in Uzbekistan.
will bring good people together and ignite
inflation. And on the international front,
The alliance between Russia and USA
a desire to seek the true purpose of
there will be conflicts between China and
will partition Syria. The country, already
human life.
USA as satellite computers are hacked.
ruined due to four years of war, will be a
I feel that 2017 and 2018 are the years
when miraculous spiritual things will be
EUROPE IN FLAMES
revealed to the world, as it finally breaks
Denmark and Italy will pull out of the EU
the yoke of the Age of Materialism. At
as the Euro crashes. Year 2017 will see
first, just a few will witness the
Hillary
will
Italy in serious economic problems.
revelations of the divine, but
Economic
resign
Economic chaos in Europe (and
eventually,
people
will
troubles and
from
violent rioting
politics
America) with riots in many
experience the world in a
European capitals and big
completely new way and
China-USA
USA will
conflict as
cities, among them Rome,
directly grasp higher
become
satellite
politically
Madrid, Berlin, Paris and
consciousness.
computers
divided
are hacked
Prague. In these places,
Many of the traditional
many people are suffering
religions, those that are
Euro crashes and
conomic chaos in
serious poverty and food
dependent on blind belief,
Japan to
Europe. Fire in a
intiate
shortages due to the failure
will fail and more people
famous German
arms race
Building
of the Euro. A famous
will seek direct experience of
building will go up in flames
the spiritual realms. Many
March to
Epidemic
as right-wing riots in Germany
religions
will encourage people
spiritual
of fluGolden
will spark memories of the burning
to seek direct personal experience
like
Gge
diseases
of the Reichstag. Britain, which had
of spirituality through meditation.
faced a serious split within, however,
The years ahead will be a tremendous
escapes the worst of the international
time to be living on earth. Great things
economic troubles and is seen as a safe
wasteland.
are soon to be revealed. By 2050, the
economic haven. Britain, India and
From December 2017 – possibly into
world will have entered the Golden Age
Australia will form an economic alliance.
mid-2018 – there will be a worldwide fluwhen higher consciousness and
like epidemic from a strange disease that
miraculous living are possible. The time
OTHER CLIMES
attacks the immune system and will kill
will come when people will come to
Japan is slated to initiate an arms race in
many in the third world.
realise that the collective future of the
the Far East after provocation from China
For games buffs, there is some good
world can be changed for the better by
and North Korea. But North Korean
news. Year 2017 will see the launch of new
our good thoughts and actions.
dictator Kim Jong-un will be fall from
virtual reality games and cinema. This
(Now lock me up and throw away the
power later in the year, or may between
will be hailed as a great cultural leap
key, for I’m sounding like a religious
December 2017 and January 2018.
forward and will take off on a massive
maniac!)
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